Firm Overview

Satyapon & Partners, established in 1995, is one of Thailand’s leading IP firms.

Our exceptional team of over 50 attorneys, patent agents, and technical experts, specializing in various IP matters covers all industries and fields of technology.

Satyapon & Partners excels in providing expert, insightful services in all areas of IP law including prosecution and enforcement of patents, trademarks, designs and copyright, as well as IP searches, assignment, licensing, franchising, regulatory approvals, investigation and litigation.

Our focus is our strength.

Boutique Service – Global Protection

We can serve all your IP needs in Thailand, ASEAN and beyond

Experience

- Providing services in all areas of IP law in Thailand, ASEAN and many other countries around the world.
- Representing many world renowned brands for trademark registration in Thailand.
- Managing global trademark portfolios for renowned Thai companies in multiple countries worldwide.
- Handling patent prosecution for many leading companies in all fields of technology, including, biotechnology, chemistry, mechanics and information technology.
- Extensive experience negotiating and litigating various trademark and patent cases.
- Proven track record of settling highly contentious matters in out of court settlements.
- Representing both private individuals and companies, public entities and even foreign governments.

Awards

And many more awards

Contact Us

Satyapon & Partners Ltd.
One Pacific Place, 9th Floor,
140 Sukhumvit Road, Klongtoey
Bangkok 10110

Tel: 02 254 8858
Fax: 02 254 2550
satyapon@satyapon.com www.satyapon.com
Name – Surname  SATYAPON SACHDECHA
Position  Managing Partner
Telephone number : 02 254 8858
E-mail satyapon@satyapon.com

Experience
• More than 30 years experience advising clients, organizations and governments on all aspects of IP issues in Thailand, ASEAN and many other countries worldwide.
• Handled various matters relating to patents, trademarks and designs, including, filing, prosecution, search, opposition, cancellation, assignment, licensing, franchising, investigation, litigation and enforcement.
• Appointed Trademark Board Member for 2 terms, totalling 8 years.
• Law Lecturer at Thammasat University and Dhurakij Pundit University.
• Speaker on IP laws for various institutions and organizations.

Satyapon is recognized as a leading IP lawyer by many publications.

Career
1995 – present  Satyapon & Partners Ltd.
1986 – 1995  Other IP firms in Bangkok

Name - Surname  SUKHPREM SACHDECHA
Position  Partner
Telephone number 02 254-8858
E-mail sukhprem@satyapon.com

Experience
• More than 14 years experience covering all types of IP related matters, including, trademark, patent and design prosecution, search, opposition, cancellation, and enforcement.
• Litigated many complex trademark and patent cases before the IP Court of Thailand.
• Negotiated, drafted and reviewed various IP contracts.
• Provided strategic advice and assisted clients in obtaining trademark registrations and patent grants in many countries.
• Law Lecturer at Thammasat University.

Career
2004 – present  Satyapon & Partners Ltd.